Pulsus Group Organization have introduced format of Award distribution for our upcoming meritorious event of 5th World Congress on Neurology and Therapeutics the one in Barcelona, Spain during December 08-09, 2020. With the sincere support of Organizing Committee members, and one among them is Koji Abe, Okayama University, Japan as our effective passive Organizing Committee Member, participants and attendees all over the world expecting for the smooth and successful conference ahead.

**VETERAN LEVEL**

The award to the experts who have made exceptional contributions to advancing in Neuroscience and Neurology. It's the maximum prestigious award of the whole convention and is tagged as clinical service success award. The eligibility standards for achieving this award is that one should have minimal of 20+ years of enjoy within the relative discipline in public or personal zone. The receiver of this award should have a committed fascination and have to take initiative in gaining knowledge of the recent trends and trends towards the associated subjects. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**HIGH-PROFILE/EXPERT LEVEL**

The Award for professional, Physicians or academicians who obtained great knowledge in Neuroscience, Neurology and its therapeutics studies discipline in the public or private quarter. For specialists having research knowledge at 10+ years inside the discipline of Neuroscience, Neurology and its therapeutics with most relevant accomplishments. element-time studies experience would remember as pro-rata. It’s far calculated starting from the date whilst you obtained the (first) diploma entitling you to embark on a doctorate even though a doctorate was in no way commenced or envisaged until the date of practising their profession. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**SCHOLAR/ STUDENT LEVEL**

The Award for the Young profession, student who walk on the footprints on those Neurology veterans and those high-profiled physicians come under the category of the Scholar/ Student Level. The extraordinary contribution to the field they prevail in Neurology, Neuroscience and its therapeutics. Our congress would love to provide satisfactory platform to enlarge your network by sharing your research understanding at level. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**WOMEN SCIENTIST**

The Award for the women who strive for the Healthy world without any Neurological impairments and the contribution delivered to this field of Neurology, Neuroscience and its therapeutics in terms of providing healthy life style, quality research works and most importantly in terms of service to the people and care takers for the people with neurological disorders and neurodegenerative disease. It’s time to felicitate those women for their tremendous work and their passion towards the work they do. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**YOUNG SCIENTIST**

The Award for the recent trends, studies and projects with an intense evaluation of the in-depth knowledge that lead to the results of the today’s innovation. Cordially soliciting all those young minds from Universities/ Industries who have evaluated their research level to the invention that could change one’s life in terms of healthcare to enroll in the forum. Encouraging those young scientists and individuals through research awards and offer help in career improvement and studies steering our collaborations. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**BEST SPEAKER PRESENTATION**

This award is spotting for attendees who will present their research works, tasks, techniques, and methodology of the research processed which have been applied to enhance long-term excellence in Neuroscience, Neurology and its Therapeutics. Of all the fascinating presenters and attendees the best and the most outstanding speaker will be felicitated and awarded with their. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**BEST KEYNOTE PRESENTATION**

This award is recognizes for high-quality, and showstopper Keynote speaker who will gift their projects, techniques, and schemes which have been carried out to improve lengthy-time period excellence in Neuroscience, Neurology and its therapeutics. If invited as keynote presenter from the program supervisor, automatically Committee Members could nominate someone deserving of the award.

**BEST POSTER PRESENTATION**

Poster Presentation is organized, to inspire students and latest graduates to present their authentic research even top most physicians are very much interested in presenting it. All universal abstracts will be offered on the poster periods for the duration of the conference. Pulsus Group targets at placing a platform for all of the budding scientists and researchers to give their actual-time work and proportion their perspectives and elements associated with the topic of the convention. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.

**BEST SESSION OF THE DAY**

This award is offered for the best session or the most interesting session which is discussed by the panel committee members or the session where the research has reached its long-awaiting process for its work and its work has to be appreciated and recommended by all the participants of the event. One can nominate the deserving of the award by sending us the suggestions via email or online portal.
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